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Student's death
remembered

Grand jury re-indicts suspect
E6zabeth Johnson
Editor-in-Chief

Elizabeth Jolmsoo
Thirteen years to the day following the funeral of Michael Minger, Jerry Wayne W:Uker,
arrived at Calloway County Circuit Court for an
arraignment stemming from the Hester College
fire on Sept. 18, 1998, in which Minger died due
to smoke inhalation.
"It's a pretty bittersweet day,'' Gail Minger, the
victim's mother, said following the hearing.
"Knowing that Mr. Walker has been re-indicted,
I believe there will be a resolution as part of the
tragedy and catastrophic events that unfolded at
Murray State so many years ago."
Walker's attorney, Dennis Null, filed a not
guilty plea at the Thursday hearing.
The fire was reported at 2:38 a.m. on the Friday morning 13 years ago. Another fire had been
declared arson the Sunday before the fatal incident, also on the fourth floor of Hester College.
Minger, a sophomore music student from
Niceville, Fla., was found unconscious in his
doorway at the end of the fourth floor and was
rushed to the hospital where he was pronounced
dead.
Another student, Michael Priddy was also
found unconscious and was critically injured.
Several were rescued from the fire, including
Walker. The second fire was declared arson
when traces of accelerant were found.
Now married with three children, Walker, 35,
is the assistant principal at Paducah Middle
School and a part-time minister.
Walker was previously charged with murder
and assault for the death of Minger and the
injured Priddy, respectively. Prosecutors presented surveillance photos and a receipt showing Walker's purchase ofabout $1 worth of gasoline approximately 30 minutes prior to the ftre.
However, that trial resulted in a hung jury and
was declared a mistrial by Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust in 2001.
A decade later, Commonwealth's Attorney
Mark Blankenship presented evidence in a special-called two-day grand jury and returned an
indictment late Wednesday.
"For the last two years we have done an extensive review of the evidence in that case and we
asked the judge to give us a special grand jury,"
Blankenship said.
Blakenship said he is sure of his case.
"This thing is now back into the system and
we're going to move forward and we're confident
of a very different result this time," he said. "The
truth is on our side and the truth should prevail
so that's where we'll be going."
When he became Commonwealth's Attorney
in 2008, Blankenship said he began looking at
cold case flles and that the Kentucky State Police
wanted to reopen the investigation.
"New eyes on it and time for this evidence to
mature, time to read back over and look at people who were involved that may not have testified before, things like that," Blankenship said.
"Of course we have a long way to go. The trial is

Editor-in-chief
Murray State faced an unprecedented
tragedy 13 years ago when an arson fire
resulted in the death of a student living in
Hester College.
Michael Minger. sophomore from
Niceville, Fla., died from smoke inhalation
on Sept 18, 1998. Minger was double-IJ).ajoring in music/vocal performance and broadcast journalism.
Ches Clark was a student at the time and
in "Men of Note/' a men's vocal ensemble,
with Minger.
,
"We bung out, were choir geeks together,"
Clark said. uThe night of the fl.re we had had
rehearsal about four or five hours before the
fire. It was shocking."
Clark lived in Elizabeth College and said
he was unaware of the incident until he
looked out his window Friday morning and
saw the chaotic scene outside Hester.
"I woke up that next morning to smolie
still hanging in the air and fire trucks," Clark
said. "Wbat ~erted me to it is I slept right
next to the window and I didn't even hear
the sirens that night, but that morning all of
the activity on the other side of Winslow
caught my attention. I was like, 'what the
hell went on?"'
Following the incident, the campus atmosphere was somber and fearful, Clark said.
"I know a couple of people who had been
in Hester when it burned, who every time
there was a fire drill, just absolute blind
panic," Clark said. usome people went into
depression. Some couldn't sleep. Some people slept all of the time."
Hester College was emptied until the
spring semester.
•
"People were living three to a room in
some places," he said. "There were no private rooms. Some people were off campus."
While the student and campus community was affected by the blaze, Minger's family
felt a different hurt.
"There never will be closure, we'll always
remember Michael," his mother Gail Minger
said. "Every day I think about Michael and
so does his twin sister, Melissa, and his
father. That's just part of our lives now incorporating Michael's death."
After her son's death, Minger became an
advocate for fue safety.
Fire safety precautions were not abundant
at the University before the ftre. None of the
residential colleges had sprinkler systems,
The Murray State News reported following
the incident. An aerial truck able to reach
the top of high-rise residential colleges was
purchased by Murray State and the city fire
department in 1994. The street between
Winslow Cafeteria and Hart College was
replaced with grass knolls in 1995, removing
space required for the truck to maneuver.
Minger lobbied for Kentucky state laws to
change folloWing the incident. ln July 2000,
the Michael H. Minger Act took effect. By
law, public colleges and universities as well
as private institutions licensed by the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education
are required to report campus crimes to
their employees. students and the public on
a timely basis.
"Unfortunately, Murray State knew things
the Minger family and other families could
never have known about the conditions of
that dorm," Minger said. "So 1 think raising
the awareness of parents and students about
where they go choose a camp\.IS to make that
a very important part of their choice and
having them become self-advocates."
Minger su~d the University, claiming it
violated the Americans With Disabilities
Act when it did not permit her son to live off
campus due to mild learning abilities. The
suit was settled in 2004.
Minger also started the Michael H.,Minger
foundation with a focus on promoting ftre
safety to all students, especially those with
disabilities.
"I think the most important thing is that
the work l do today in Michael's honor
through grants from the Dep~rtment of.
Homeland Security we've been able to reach
millions of students across the country and I
think that's a legacy for Michael that rm
hoping he would be proud 9f."
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@

Elizabeth Johnson/The News

Defendant Jerry Walker's attorney Dennis Null enters aROrHJullty plea In Circuit Court Thursday mOrnlnQ.
where it will be."
Minger said she is appreciative that the case
has been investigated again.
"I think it's important for everyone who was
touched that night by the fire - all the other victims who have lived with this for so many years
and it's really important for everyone that justice
is served," Minger said. uAnd I'm just so grateful
to the Kentucky State Police and investigators
that wanted to go back and reopen this case. I'm
just so thankful and grateful that they cared
enough to give it a lot of time and attention that
it took."
Null said he and his client were unaware of the
reopened investigation until Sept. 15 and did not
learn of the indictment until 8 p.m. Wednesday.
The indictment included a charge of
manslaughter, 2nd degree; arson, 1st degree;
assault, 2nd degree and 14 counts of wanton
endangerment, lst degree.
Blankenship said the new counts of wanton
endangerment relate to the 14 residents who
were on the west side of the fourth floor where
the fire was set.
Null said,he does not believe the change in
charges will have an effect on this case.
"This .case all hinges on whether or not my
client started a fire," Null said. "Whether or not
its manslaughter or murder, I don't think it
makes a bit of difference, It's whether or not he
started the fire. I've actually thought about that a
little bit, but I don't think it will."
Null, who represented Walker in the first trial,
said he has pulled the old files but has not had a
chance to view them.
"First of all, I'm lucky I still have my flle," he
said. "Generally, you're supposed to keep them
for five years. I have mine going back to the
beginning of my career and I've debated through
the years whether or not I should go back and

destroy or purge those files, but I haven't."
Having worked on the previous trial, Null said
the familiarity of the case should be beneficial.
"That's a case l spent so much time on that
yes, the details - a lot of them are clear in my
mind," Null said. '1 went back, for example, and
found my trial notes. I kept a notebook of all the
proceedings, the order of witnesses, who wa.s
called. how long they were on the stand, questions that were asked and cross examination. 1
have very copious notes. It won't take me as l q
to get up to ,speed as if I'm starting from scratch."
Null Uid he is unacquainted with the idea of a
hung jury case being tried so long after the fact
"A case that you've tried before, I think it's
pretty much unprecedented," Null said. "I've
never had it happen and I've never heard of it
happening to another lawyer or another defendant It's.no-man's land."
Foust, who heard the original trial. set a status
bearing for Nov. 21 in Marshall County. The
venue was chosen to accommodate the schedule
of the defense attorney, ·
Null said he expects to have any motions he
plans to me ready by that date.
Blankenship said he believes the most prominent motion will be change of venue.
"It's been 10 years, I don't see any reason why
we couldn't try it here but that will be up to the
judge and a lot of people in this community as
they're asked if they already have a preconceived
feeling about thi~ case," Blankenship said.
"That's going to be one of the early motion battles is where is this one going to be tried this
time. We're going to argue it be tried right here
in Murray."
Walker was released before noon with on a
$100,000 surety bond signed by his wife.
Contact ]ohnso~ at elizabetha.johnson@

murraystate.edu.

·Freshmen elect Senate representatives
Meghann Anderson

.

Staff writer
Involvement on campus is a main
priority for most freshmen and Alix
Bloodworth and Nathan McNichols
are making sure the youngest class
has a voice as class senators.
Voting was open to freshmen
Monday
through Wednesday
through myGate. Winners were
announced in front of the office for
center for student involvement at
4:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Bloodworth is a political science
major from Murray. She is a member of Alpha Gamma Delta and is
president of her pledge class. She is
also member of the Murray State
College Democrats.
"I care about what the freshm:in
class has to say, and I want to represent different dynamics and different groups on campus," Bloodworth said. "I've been talking to
people and making a list of things
that they think needs attention."
McNichols is a pre-law major
from Metropolis, Lll. He is a pledge
of Phi Kappa Tau and is the Richmond College secretary.

I

L

"It is always good to know that
the bard work you put into something pays off," McNicbols said. "I
hope to do my best and collect the
, thoughts of the freshmen here at
Murray State."
Social networking played a part
• in each campaign. Both candidates
made a Facebook
page
explaining why
they were ,run·
ning for the
position.
McNichols
said he used
Facebook as his
main source to
publicize his
Allx
name.
Bloodworth
Four students
ran for the
Freshman
positions. Each
senator
freshman was
allowed to vote for two candidates.
Bloodworth received 92 votes
and McNichols received 53.
"The job of freshman senate is to
work with the freshman class,"
Jeanie Morgan, coordinator for student activities, said. "This is the

first time they will survey and plan
activities to help the freshman
class."
Morgan said they are asked to
evaluate what would be beneficial
with fust year courses and registering for classes.
President Randy Dunn said it is
important for
freshmen to get
involved.
"Certainly it's
not unusual to
see those freshman senators
over their years
at the University develop into
those
future
campus leaders
Nathan
McNichols that we're trying to foster,"
Freshman
Dunn
said.
senator
"SGA is an
integral constituent group and this
is a great chance for freshmen to
have their voice heard."
Freshman senators also have a
position on the freshman council.
"The council consists of 15 fresh·
men that are selected ~hrough an

application and interview process,"
SGXs website states. "The purpose
of the council is to discuss issues,
promote services provided by Murray State and plan activities for the
freshmen student body."
Dunn said having freshmen serve
ls beneficial to the University and
policies made.
"Their role is equal to that of any
senator," Dunn said. ·~nd to some
degree I would suggest, it probably
has more influence than you might
think.
"While those new senators don't
have as much of the history of the
institution that they're bringing
with them, they still have an out·
side perspective and that can be
valuable, too, when you're trying to
determine policies. I thirik it's a
good balance to those senators who
have been here for a number of
years to have some of that fresh
t.h.inking come in and a new set of
eyes to look at what we're doing."
Bloodworth .and McNichols
started their jobs Wednesday at
their first SGA meeting.
Contact
Anderson
at
manderson22@murraystate.edu.
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Across campus
Joba

Dressler,...,...._ tblnl boot

John Dres$ler, prolasor of music, has publiabed his tblrd

book. '"William AlWyn: A Research and I~on Guide." by
RoUtled&e Books.
Tht! boot keeps record o£ the nearly 400 compositions
1ll11cnoW1I. iD the United State$; Dressler $dd.
-rhougll his last tb~ pt()Jects bltve beett publbblos books.
Dressler said be is now focusing his attention on a creadng a
-catalogue of composers commJ.Ssiooed to write background
music for ~ Britillh Broad~ Corpot1ldon.

The StoDeWilll Scholars, a book club for lndividu.als interested In le.amiog more about lhe lesbian. py, bisexual, and traospnder commtmity, have been selected for .2011. Joshua Adair,

assistant professor of EDsUsb. and pbilotopby and c:oordinator
ot pnder and diversity •dies. Tereai Bodnar. senior from

Nate BreMorcVThe News

Audrey Heltahoff sleeps on her grandfather Joe Barnett's shoulder Saturday durino the football game against Tennessee State University.

Murray State reports high
Family Weekend turnout
Samantha Villanueva
Contributing writer
The band was seated to the far right of
the stadium but could be neard from the
other side l.)f the field. 'Jbc jockey set Racer
I into a brisl trot as applause crrupted from
the stands.
Parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles and
mure came tu Murray for a view into the
lives of their luved ones at Murray State
during the nnnual family Weekend, which
took place frid<.~y, Saturday and Sunday.
Family Weekend, an annual celebration
hdd early in the football season, bas been
an ongoing University tradition designed
to give loved ones an insight into life at
Murray State.
Den<.~ and Tim Muir, from Shepardsville
Ky.. and parents of freshman Kristen Muir,
saiJ they came w Family Weekend to see
just what thl'ir daughter was experiencing
at the University.
"We came to witness Murray first hand
:md spend time with her," Dena said. "We
alsowantcd to see how she was doing.''
President Randy Dunn said each of the
individual components made this year's
Family Weekend a great success.
"Tbc fact that we had so many activities
going on, great attendance of parents and
family members, good music, the beautiful
weather, a fantastic tailgating crowd and
10,000 people who came to the ball game all of those things combined in one event
tu make for a fantastic weekend,'' he said.
Dunn said he was alsu happy with the
;unount of 11ttention Family Weektmd
received, exceeding his expectations.
"There have been different times where

we might have parts of that all going on,
but we were just hitting on all cylinders for
this one and it was just a joy to be involved
with it," Dunn said. "I don't recall ever seeing the lines snaking around at the
entrance windows like they had to get into
Stewart Stadium."
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, agreed this wa:. a standout
Family Weekend.
"I think it went great and was the best
one we have had since I've been at Murray,"
he said. "We had more parents hl•rc than I
could ever remember and we had more
events and programs than I could ever
recalL"
Robertson also said the feedback he
received from parents only reassured him
of the University's image during the weekend.
He said be had personally received positive feedback from parents and students'
family members.
"The comments from parents were overwhelmingly positive," he said. UMany said
they had children lit multiple institutions
and they have never been treated as well
then how they were treated here. It's very
complimentary."
Family Weekend also helped rest fami·
lies' concerns about their child's decision
to attend Murray State, Robertson said.
"The Univer!;ity came out in a positive
reassuring manner to these parents and
family members," he said. "They left with a
real strong feeling that this is the right
place for their son or daughter. so we
couldn't be more pleased."
Laura and Kent Hall, parents of Shelby
Hall. freshman from Louisville. Ky.. said

they attended Family Weekend to reassurt~
them~elves of the choices their daughter
made.
"Parents who send their daughter to a
college that i.s far from home want to feel
good about their choice," Laura said. "So
we sneak back a few weeks after she leaves
to see if she is happy with the choice she
made."
M:my of the events at Family Weekend
focused on student life at the University.
Some included Residential College
brunches, the family picnic held on the
~aad, the pre-game tailgate dinner located
at the practice field and the first home
football game.
josh Harris' parents, Pam and Phil Harris
from Louisville, Ky., said they came to see
ho·w he was doing and to enjoy the events
held by the University.
wv-le came to spend time with him and
we also wanted to experience what he goes
through every day." Pam said. ''We also had
the joy of attending the tailgate dinner and
the game, which was fun and a real good
time!'
Family Weekend .also gave many families
and students the chance to see each other
for the fust time since the students left
home for the University and before various
school breaks.
Courtney Collins, from Sikeston, Mo.,
said this was the reason why she was happy
to sec her parents.
Said Collins: "I was very glad that they
came. I missed them, so it was good to get
an extra chance to sec them before fall
break."
Contact Samantha at svillanueva@
murruystate.edu.

Unversity celebrates Constitution
Olivia Medovicb
Staff writer
The political science department hosted Constitution Day on
1\lesday in the Curris Center.
Martin Battle, professor of political science; helped coordinate
events for the day including Constitution debates and discussion
from faculty :md guest speakers.
State Rep. John Tilley was a guest speaker at "Crime and the
Cont>titution: Issues arriving from the new Kentucky crime bill."
The Constitution plays a prominent role in every law made in
the U.S .. Battle said.
"Tlll' Cnnstitution is an important symbol for America," he
said. "ll tics us to being n democracy."
The f('dcral government requires all public institutions that
receive federal funding lo celebrate Constitution Day, Battlt.- said,
and not enough Americans understand the rights and freedoms
defined in the Constitution.
"The state of knowll;!dgc of the Constitution in America is
shockingly had," hl• said. "I'm not sure how many people have
actually read the Constitution since high schooL"
The political science department took over the program this
yJar so it could be an academic experience for students, he said.
"l want students to understand that the Constitution affects
their everyday lives," Hattie said.
Battle said npproximately 350 students attended the events
thwughout the day and he was pleased with the turnout.
He said next year he hopes to sec more academic departments
participate with the program.
..We want to make it interesting for students so that they will
attend.'' he :mid.
James Clinger, political science professor, and Jeff Osborne, ,
English and humanities and fine arts professor, debated •·contemporary persrcctivcs on the U.S. Constitution."
Clinger and Osborne shared their own perspectives of how the
Constitution has changed since it was put into act through a
dchatc on the president's responsibilities and power,separations.

Kentucky Rep. John Tilley discusses HB 463 with students In the Currls Center Theater Tuesday. The University celebrated the day with several events.
"I'm hoping people will learn more about the Constitution- its
aspects, origins. its change over time - and understand how it has
changed and what practical impact it ha-;," Clinger ~aid. "I welcome Constitution Day as an opportunity to bring attention to
these issues."
Tilley discussed House Bill 463, recently passed by the Legislature, at the event.
Tilley is the primary author of the bill.
The goal of the bill is to k<.'ep the low level misdemeanors out
of jail, Tilley said. He said the bill has resulted in 7,500 fewer
arrests in Kentucky and will save the .state $422 million in the ne.xt
decade.
Said Tilley: "There is no end to the learning and debate that
goes along with the Constitution."
Contact M<'dovich at omedovich@murraystate.edu:

Cadiz. Ky., Shaina Goodman. junior from HiCkman. Ky.,
Sbamike Stiles, freshman from lnckman, Ky., and Danuy Wood,
junior Crom Paducah. Ky.,.have been named Stonewall Scholars.

Bal'bara Cobb. as$()clite professor (){~h. was invited 'to
the Po~ Sbakespem Library in Washlnston, D.C., to showcase her lnitlJttives to ~ tbe studies of Shakespeare in Murray schools.
For five year$. Cobb bas cultivated the units used in local
public sebools and said she hopes to see the refinement sprelld
throuabout the Western Kentucky region.

Bonds sell rapidly
for high-rise
restoration project
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
Murray State administration authorized the release of three
tax·exempt municipal bonds to be sold to the general public in
July.
Two months later, none remain to be sold.
Tom Denton, vice president of finance and administratio~ serv·
ices, shed light on wby the University has the bonds.
"There are two reasons why these bonds were issued," Denton
said. "The main reason was to help fund the renovation of Elizabeth College. The other reason for the issuing was to refund outstanding bonds with better interest rates and to allow more
advantageous bond ventures to happen."
Denton said 99 percent of the time bonds are the funding mechanism for residential building finances since there are few
instances the University has cash on demand.
"Housing and dining facilities operate using housing and dining
funds,'' be said. "Structures like the science complex and other
administrative buildings require state revenues that do not
account for our cash balance."
Denton said during the 2008-10 biennium, the Kentucky state
budget authorized Murray State $8.9 million to renovate highrises on campus.
"We've determined that renovating over replacing (Elizabeth
College) impacts more students with the same amount of dollars,"
he said.
Kim Oatman, chief facilities officer, confirmed those sentiments in previous statements released in The Murray Stnte News
on Jan. 28.
"To build one new building was going to cost us around $15 million." Oatman said. "One high-rise renovation is half of that cost.''
In order for bonds to be issued, Denton said the University
must go through a rigorous state process.
A project must be submitted to state legislature, and then the
project is either approved or rejected during a biennium <tw~
year increment). Once the General Assembly gives authorization
on a University project, bonds can be sold, purchased and traded,
Denton said.
Christina Tolson. fmancial adviser for Ross. Sinclaire & Associates, LLC, of Owensboro, Ky., said all new issue bonds from Murray State have been purchased. and none remain for sale through
their fum.
An official· statement released by Murray State in conjunction
with the issuing of l)niversity bonds said the University originally received authorization for $15 million for the renovation of
Franklin College, but chose to focus on high-rise renovation
before any other dormitory issues were addressed.
Also mentioned were the specific renovations Elizabeth College will receive. Upgrades to the building include HVAC, electrical, lighting, plumbing and asbestos removal.
College Courts will also receive the same upgrades in the coming years; however, bond authorization will not be utilized. Cash
operational funds should pay for those apartment renovations.
Denton said.
Both Denton and Tolson confirmed that bonds were sold in
$5,000 increments at taxable yield rates between 2 and 7 percent.
According to emma.msrb.org, these new issue bonds are set to
mature between 2011 and 2031 depending on the purchase date
and amount purchased.
Denton said McCracken County ha<; also issued bonds to help
facilitate cost expenses for the new higher education facility for
Murray State in the greater Paducah area. The new facility will be
located near Interstate 24.

Contact Marlowe at edward.marlowe@murraystate.cdu.
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Opinion Editor: John Walker
Phone: 809-5873
Twitter: MSUNcws()pinion

Our View

Who is in charge?
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

Students and parents made
their way to the University this
past weekend to come see the
very first home game of the Racer
football season.
The game was a success and we
certainly sent Tennessee State
University home with some pew
ideas on how to play football. The
game had record numbers of fans
come out and cheer for the team
while at the same time entertaining the thousands of parents who
came down to visit on Family
Wcekend. All around campus,
sons, daughters and family of all
kinds were able to see the campus
and its people.
At the game. records were broken and good times had by all.
There was the usual cornhole and
games. Families were able to meet
the friends and organizations
their loved ones have come to be
a part of and understand just how
life works here at the University.
The change was certainly visible in all comers of the city. In
restaurants, stores and even some
buildings on campus it was not
impossible to run into someone
showing their family around and
entertaining them.
And as the day went on there
was a s low trickljng back toward
the stadium to get ready for a
wonderful evening watching one
of the country's favorite sports.
But eve n with all this excitement of the new season and the
successful game there was a general facade of success within the
University. Not everything can be
perfect all the time but in this case
there were a lot of issues with
organization at the game. These
arc 'problems which should have
been thought of long before we
invited thousands of family members to come experience.
Even if there is a general consensus it was a good day there are
some issues that need to be
addressed.

Upon arriving at the stadium
fans had problems with finding
adequate parking because DtiDY
spaces were taken by tqaters.
While there might have been a
lot of hype over tailgating, the
University needs to make. sure
there are set rules on what is
allowed and how much space can
be used by any one group. Especially on Family Weekend when
the University knows there will
be extra people coming to the
game. Parking at this University
should never be a problem on any
regular day, even with all the
complaining from students. That
is no reason to fail preparing for
an influx of outside visitors.
When there is an obvious
increase in people on the way,
parking should be a priority and
there is no excuse for those visitors coming on Family Weekend
having to park across the street in
the strip mall because the University was not organized.
The other issue most prevalent
is the University's lack of clarity
on the issue of tailgating. There
seems to be a general rule for
those of age to be allowed to
drink.
Those drinking must keep their
drinks in a cup. not labeled and
apparently there are no drinking
games allowed. Is that all? It
seems like the University wants
to allow the bare minimum to get
some students to the game which
seems petty.
Students also reported walking
up to the entrance gates with their·
family and being told they had to
use the student lines, which were
backed up. So even there at the
last point of hassle before getting
into the stadium the University
had not prepared for the obvious
event of Family Weekend. There
is no excuse for students to go
deal with nonsense like that while
their family is visiting.
If the University wants to continue to be this disorganized it
should do us a favor and cancel
Family Weekend and save us the
embarrassment.

What do v•IMik ...

Wfiat did you do on
Family Weekend?
"Partied."
Sarah Wheatley • Hardinsburg. Ky.
sophomore

"Shopping with friends."
Andrea Assadollahl· Memphis. Tn.
sophomore

"I went ot the Phi Beta Sigma tailgate
and then went ot the football game."
LdurP!l Carter· louisville, Ky.
senior
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Women's center, important
In a -perfect
world,
you
could ask any
person
at ·
Murray State
University
where
the
Women ' s
Center is and
Comellus
they
could
Boeker
senior from direct you to
Greenville, Ky. the
Oakley
Applied Science Building. Unfortunately,
our world is not perfect. I asked
10 students, five males and five
females, where I could find the
Women's Center and they had
not the slightest idea in which
direction to point me.
"The Murray State University
Women's Center opened its
doors in 1992 as a place for all
women and those interested in
issues relevant to women. With
such programs as Crazy in ~ove
and Room with a View, the Center hopes to educate Murray
State students on some of the
issues facing women today. The
Women's Center is aimed at
creating a strong voice for
change for the students and
people ofMurray."
That statement is taken
directly from the Women's Center webpage on the Murray
State website. With the Center
being older than most of the
new freshmen, you would think
more people were aware of the
services and the purpose it
served on our campus.
The lack of care, or knowledge, of the Women's Center
stems from something greater.
Our society places little value
on women and the important

lesse Carruthers/Tht> News

role they have played in history.
In America, I feel that every

woman should know the year
women received the right to
vote. However, before writing
this article, I randomly asked six
girls what year women received
the right to vote.
Needless to say, I got answers
ranging from 1905 to 1964. Now
these girls are not idiots, but
society does not drill that year
~d information into their
beads, the year being 1919, and it
actually coming into effect in
1920.
I do not want this to come off
as a rant. As I sit through the
Women's Center meetings, I
feel that hundreds, if not thousands of Murray State women,
and men, are missing out on
important information. There
was a recent program titled
"Rape as Weapon of War." It
was held in the Curris Center
Theater.
"As starting time approached,
more students showed up. At
least 80 people eventually
showed . up, which was quite
refreshing to see, but it would.
have been amazing if 100, 200,
or even 300 people had turned
out for the event.
This event tackled an issue
which most of the society likes
to act like does n9t happen:
rape. It has recently been said
that women and children are
the most vt!lnerable during war
time.
If you go back to the year
2004, American soldiers were
ousted for photographing themselves doing degrading things to
prisoners of war.
Rape, although not shown in

the released photographs, has
been alleged to have happened.
The worst part about all of
this is that some Americans
actually said this was fme and it
was what the Iraqi •people
deserved for the 9/11 attacks.
News flash, the people of Iraq
did not fly planes into the WTC
and every year more women die
of domestic abuse violence than
the amount of women that died
in the 9/ 11 attacks.
Every year, we set aside 9/11
to remember the lives lost in
those attacks; but who is going
to remember the lives lost
through domestic disputes?
This is where the Women's
Center comes in.'
The Women's Center is here
to educate everyone. It is here
to give a voice to the voiceless
and help all people. Jane
Etheridge is the director of the
Women's Center and shows
genuine passion when it comes
to particular problems that
women face.
At every meeting, she points
out that these issues affect
every person the affected comes
in contact with.
Whether it is an eating disorder, the rape of a friend, the
rape of a family member, or
rape involving you, the Women's Center can help. The Women's Center is located on the
first floor of Oakley Applied
Science-Cl03, across from Carr
Health and Waterfield Library.
I highly encourage everyone
on this campus to drop by and
check it out.
You do not have to be a
woman to get help from the
Women's Center.

Have an opinion? Send it in and we will print it.
Write to usl
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Jaywalking

Students should appreciate their city
with
Jt's hard to decide if my presschool back in
t!nce made much difference in
full swing Mur- · the community. What role did I
play in the lives of those I interray has . once
again
been
acted with daily? ·
delightfully
As I learn to call Murray home
overrun with
l feel differently about the
young men
importance of my existence. I
and women
have become a less selfish,
H annah
who make up
kinder person for it. In Murray I
Leskosky
like to think of myself as a memthe student
junior from
population.
ber of society. Yes, Murray is
Paducah, Ky.
This swell in
small and news travels fast.
numbers is great for our small
Because of this I have learned
(the hard way, no less) my
town, not only for local growth,
but for bringing in new ideas
actions and words do affect
and a cornucopia of cultures to
those around me. Because of the
the town. One could say Murray
town's size all news comes full
would not be the same without
circle, and quickly.
the University.
So I realize my relationships
But what is often overlooked
with people, even strangers, are
in the resident-Murray relationimportant. I thoroughly enjoy
ship is everything this town has
knowing my bank teller, mailto offer. As a woman about
man, grocer, bartender and cab
town, I often hear negative
driver on a first-name basis.
remarks in reference to our colOver the years, with persistence
of reciprocated kindness, these
lege town. Although generic
remarks about Murray's lack of
relationships have developed
size are most frequent I recently
into meaningful friendships.
overheard a young student say,
Perhaps it seems silly to some,
"Oh my God, this is literally
being friends with the man that
delivers your church pamphlets
going to drive me crazy. Like, I
and bills. But to me it elicits a
hate this town sometimes.
Everyone l<nows, like, everyfeeling of camaraderie and comthing about everyone."
munity.
I can't argue with this. EveryTo prove my stance on said
one does know everything about
feeling of camaraderie and com·
everyone else. However, I dismunity I will lend a personal
agree with the idea of this being
story. The setting: a beautiful
a negative thing.
summer's eve on which I attended a social gathering at a friend's
Murray bas only been my
horne for two years. Before
house on Farmer Avenue. I
arrived on location via bicycle
moving to Murray 1 was a student at the University of Kenand thought to myself, "Alas,
Hannah, you are among friends.
tucky in Lexington. I enjoyed
There is no need to lock your
Lexington, as there was always
bicycle to the porch. Surely."
something to do and see. But
·with this bustle comes the comWell, as seems to be my luck,
plexity of daily life in a city.
stepping outside, I discovered
Time moves quickly and one
my bicycle was nowhere to be
easily becomes anonymous, a
found. I searched the yard to no
avail and traveled home on foot.
number.

fine

Results from Whatdmelsvour ·
the Sept. 16 earliest classil
edition of 8:30
The Murray
State News .9:30
question:

I was very upset and all I
wished to do was sleep ·and forget, which I did. In the morning
1 was reminded of the events
from the night before by the
empty void where my bicycle is
usually parked. So I did as any
respectable woman would do. I
went inside to wreak havoc on
the contents of my refrigerator,
cuddle with my dog and pout.
Sure enough, as I wallowed in
self-pity, I heard a knock on my
door. Uncaring of my current
state of dishevelment I opened
the door to find the manager of
my place of work holding my
bicycle and smiling.
Here's the general hypothesis
of the events that took place:
Someone, supposedly walking
down Farmer, decided they
could save themselves the
deathly long walk to the Night
Owl by taking a bicycle that
appeared to be left there for
nothing more than their person,
al usc. So they pedaled on down
to the dance club to get down to
what I'm sure was Bob Seger's
"Night Moves."
That or pretend to be worldly
by smoking Grateful Dead flavored hookah. The great news is
that they saw no further use for
my means of transportation. To
this day I have no idea who
called my workplace. I am also
unaware as to how this person
knew the bicycle was mine.
This act of theft gone right is
an example of why belonging to
a community can be such a
beautiful thing. I like to believe
the reason my bicycle is still in
my possession is because I participate as a positive part of a
larger whole.
It may have been luck. It may
have been a friend of mine that
called. But couldn't it be due to
some act of kindness or some

friendly interaction with one of
those numerous people I have
contact with on a daily basis? I
think so, and it makes me all the
more willing.
It is fickle and likely fictitious
to say kindness is an altruistic
state of mind. I believe this is
due to the role reciprocity plays
in our daily lives. There is a theory, by Jonathan Haidt, author
of "The Happiness Hyp<.>thesis:
Findihg Modern Truth in
Ancit-nt Wisdom", that re.ciprocity is a large variable in the
equation to happiness.
I~ accordance with reciprocity he states, "gossip and reputation make sure that what goes
around comes around - a person
who is cruel will fmd that others
are cruel back to him, and a person who is kind will find that
others are kind in return. Gossip
paired with reciprocity allows
karma to work here on earth,
not in the next life."
In my humble opinion, Murray is a great place to exercise
this theory for one's own benefit.
A larger city may provide
more activity in daily life but it
is possible actions may be lost
or forgotten in the shuffle. Conversely, the interdependent
community of Murray will not
only give back all that you give,
but cares enough about individual existence to reciprocate.
To conclude, I would like to
rally for cognitive focus on the
positive aspects brought so
effortlessly to us by our small
college town. Develop a collaboration of kindness with your
neighbors, friends and acquaintances. Practice a positive position in society to allow for
growth while in the comfort of a
a more simple setting and carry
on to pay it forward.

letters ·letters ·letters
(This letter is a response to the
staff opinion in the Sept. 9 issue
ofThe Murray State News)
Dear Editor,
Murray State University has a
five-year program for future
diversity and The Murray State
News has called for more diversity on its editorial pages.
I'll believe the University is
serious about diversity when I
see the con{erderatc battle flag
flying outside the Curris Center

and I don't see anyone who is
yelling, s~reaming or foaming at
the mouth about it.
Jf you say you want more
diversity then you nave to
embrace it when it arrives. You
don't get to pick and choose.

Michael Skaggs
non-student
from Murray

Don't forget to visit us at thenews.org
Jeers to ... angry tweets and

cheers
&
jean

the inability of
some to be
patient. Let life
work itself o ut
and don't pin
frustrations up
where everyone· who doesn't care can see. It's a waste
of time and eDerJY.

iJ

Cbeen tO ... Dining Ser- C1Jeers to - Greece. Only
vices for paylag attea· ~ you could be the
tloa to the opinion seccradle and potention. We never
tial downfall of all
thought we were
western society• .
that important
Just becasue your
to yo u. Thank
economy is based
you for respondoff ruins doesn't mean you
ing and hope
should tum the eatlre
you enjoyed the answer.
coaatry into one.

Jeers to -

fall allergies striking
vengence without
warning. Nothing is worse
than waking up sneezing and
wonderigg if you
with

a

can
make
it ~
through the day.
Especially when
we Just made It
to tan break.

Check itl AmiTY KLAUS
• Tbe Ntwd Facebook opinion forum:

by Nick Paxton

no, lllvlo. It's over. your

Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.

trials llfld
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m.ke you 1ootc Nke •
COrruption
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By The Numbers is now

exclusively online at
The Murray State News
Facebook page
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( ciao, bella. 1
,
I . a'neec:~•a you
1 now'a for'a
bunga bunga ;)
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Should there
be a
death
penalty?
(
!

Let's be honest
recently
saw the movie
"Contagion" at the
theater and was
thrilled for two
reasons. The first
is I don't get to go
see movies very
often during the
John Walker semester and the
second is because
Opinion Editor
it was a very wellmade fllm. Now let me explain.
. There is something to be said about
realism in a world which loves to play
up everything on a daily basis. Some
won't like it for content or pace but
that's fine. The real world is like that,
which is why most people go to the
movies in the first place. They want
to get away from their daily pace and
see a world only a real dreamer could
create.
1 am the exact opposite. When I
watch a movie I want it to be real. I
want to know just how likely it is for
the events in the movie to happen to
me in my lifetime. The more real they
are, the more I really like the movie.
That does not mean I don't enjoy
something fantastical or out of this
world sometimes. But I don't go to
see·giant robots seriously pretendmg
to be cars.
Realism is the best, in my opinion,
because it invokes the scariest and
most true nature of ourselves. Sure,
"Contagion" could have been an
apocalyptic thriller about a world
dying from an incurable disease. But I
didn't want to watch "The Stand."
I want something more out of my
entertainment and that is the utter
horror and pain of real life scenarios.
There was no unnaturally gross dying
scene or any sort of car chase from
authorities.
In fact you could argue the movie
was slow and incomplete. My question is: What's wrong with that?
Throughout life a lot of the major
world events that affect us may seem
slow and !incomplete at the time they
happen. A good portion of the world
dying of a disease does not come with
a solid fmal. It does come with a lot of
unanswered questions.
Those sort of fulfl.lling answers are
made for the unreal movies and
something I find unsatisfactory in the
end. That is not to say life cannot
have its happiness and fulfillment.
But on the subject of larger world
issues those two ideas never make an
appearance.
Most of the people I have met who
have a dislike for the realism found in
movies are also those with an aversion to realism in their own lives. Not
to say there is anything wrong with
someone else's ftlm taste. But as a
general observation I have not found
too many others who enjoy coming to
the end of a movie and love it because
it touched so close to home. Many
who get that message f~om a film usually have an aversion to it altogether.
I .have always wondered if that is
because they just don't want to face
the truth in this world we live in or if'
they really arc turned off by reality in
movies. I would say the former but
only because I am a realist. Or maybe .
just a really good liar.
Contact Walker at john.walker@
murraystate.edu. '
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University plans arboretum expansion

•

Austin Ramsey
News Editor

H idden from view among blooming limelight hydrangea and Morning Glory, and shaded by towering oaks and
hickory trees, a single man toils with weeds in a flowerbed.
It's a typical day for Matt Chadwick, manager of the Murray State Arboretum. He said he calls the arboretum his baby.

, Chadwick said the University Arboretum is a fully accessible
horticulture display, public garden and educational laboratory
at the University's Pullen Farm just south of campus. He can
be seen daily across the nearly 14-acre plot, tending to the five
different microcosmic biomes.
"I pretty much do everything at the arboretum- from
pulling weeds to going out and getting donations, to hosting
events," he said.
'
But what Chadwick has called his home away from home
since taking his position in August has undergone a significant
amount of change over the last month.
The arboretum, part of the Pullen Farm complex, takes up
the east side of the facility, featuring open woodlands. a savanna, an open prairie, an oak and hickory forest and wetlands.
Cutting through each biome is an 0.8-rnile-long concrete walking path. The area is open to the public seven days a week
from dawn to dusk.
TQ.e Horton School of Agriculture broke ground on the proj·
ect in 2009, and since, students and faculty of the school have
dOJl.e most of the development.
"The agriculture department really wanted a place that horticulture students could come and work on and have something to be proud of," he said.
A horticulture stude2:~ ~~aduate stU,Slies,
Chadwick said he rem~
.a~
Dtensive plant:4et

the first sections, including a two-acre botankal garden dotted
with weathered trees near the farm's entrance.
Starting last winter and into the summer, more garden beds
were constructed, featuring native plants and trees to the area,
he said.
Now, with significant donations from the Friends of the
Arboretum expansion support group and funds from the Horton School of Agriculture, the project has been able to continue at a quicker pace.
This fall and winter, Chadwick said plans are to construct a
25-foot mountain in the extreme southeastern corner of an
existing cornfield. Atop the mountain, he said, will be a small
.
pavilion overlooking a pond to the west.
Also planned is a patio behind the arboretum's main pavilion
made of sandstone from a local quarry, sitting next to a smaller
mountain of conifer tTeeS, he said.
"It won't really be a mountain," Chadwick said. "It'll be a
simulated mountain of conifers that looks like a mountain to
the eyes."
· Chadwick said the current designs stem from the designer of
Murray State's zen garden.
-we brought in Dr. David Slawson back in the summer," be
s:tid UHe helped us design all of this."
C~fiwick~ti-AA;~ R_een so uclt~d to sec the projects
Jlowt;reome to'Aife: lt has beeiH s~~ep process~~

Pullen complex
hosts annual
Fall on the Farm

them how agriculture relates to th«!ir daily lives,
said Wright.
Toni Cortez. senior from Almo. Ky., said she
wants the event to be very intcra~tive. For
example, children can touch and smell the
plants in the greenhouse.
Being able to interact with the plants is something the students really enjoy, Mark Mohlev,
chaperone with Benton Elementary, said.
Other activities enjoyed by the students
include playing on the playground, petting the
farm animals provided by Crazy Critter Farms,
milking a simulated cow and navigating the corn

Chris WUco:r.

maze.

Contributing Writer
The eighth annual Fall on the Farm began
early Wednesday morning with kids hurrying
off of school busses to enjoy the activities of a
farm.
Murray State's Pullen Farm Complex located
on the corner of Ky. 94 West and Doran Road
started the event Wednesday and will continue
through Saturday.
Rhea Ann Wright, academic services coordinator of the Hutson School of Agriculture, said
the program is a great opportunity for local elementary school students to enjoy ~griculture
and learn how it affects their daily lives.
"(The goal is) to provide an educational and
recreational hands on agricultural experience
for our elementary age children and the community," she said.
.
Fall on the Farm's mission is to provide a fun
educational avenue for children to share in traditional fall activities in a rural setting and teach

"The students like the corn maze. the water
balloons, they like it all," Heather Blankenship,
green house manager and professor of horticulture, said.
The students learn the most from the greenhouse and composting, because they teach as
much as they can to become greener and to be
more sustainable, Blankenship said.
Another event being held is the soybean session in which kids leani about the impact of soybeans on the community.
"We teach the students the many uses of soybeans, why fanners grow them and how they
impact their daily lives," Becky Kinder, education director for the Kentucky Soybean Board,
said.
The Hutson School of Agriculture students,
faculty and staff maintain the event. Among the
60 to 70 volunteers working are college students.
'
"I will be working the rock wall and slide,
along with helping out at the green house," Greg

with gathering community support and managing that support
· long enough to receive donations.
"We're seeing probably 2S to 50 people come through here
daily now," he said.
Pat WilHams, associate professor of agriculture, said he, too,
has enjoyed watching and working among the plants and trees.
He said Murray State's arboretum has the potential to draw
people from outside the community.
"An arboretum is a drawing mechanism for individuals to
visit Murray from surrounding counties, across the Commonwealth and even the nation," W illiams said. "Established
arboretums draw in researchers and visitors and ultimately are
good for the regional tourism."
Willams said several existing classes use the facility daily as
a laboratory and learning experience.
"It is our hope that more programs explore how they can utilize the arboretum area to enhance their current programs," be
said.
Toni Cortez. senior from Almo, Ky., said her experiences
interning at the University arborerum over the summer were
positive.
"I love what 1 am able to do at the Pullen Farm and arbore·
tum," she said. "rm very grateful for the opportunity to add
something beautiful that will make people smile."
~tact Ramsey at aromseyS@mumrystate.edu.

Emily Dunn. astudent at SOUthwest Elementary School, stops for a pose before enterii'ICJ the com maze..
Deahl. senior from Hanson, Ky., said. ·~1 of the
Ariculture students will be helping."
"Usually it varies from year to year, but this
year we have almost 1,200 students planning to
visit," Wright said. "If weather permits we usually have over 1,000 members from the community come on Saturday."

The farm complex is open for school visits
today and will open to the public Saturday from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with admission $5 per person.
Wright said p roceeds provide financial support to the school of .agriculture clubs and
organizations.

Contact Wilcox at cwilcox@murraystate.edu.

AHention Undergraduates
Increase your earning potential anp job opportunities.
Get a Ph.D. Let us help.

McNair Scholars Program
$2800 .research stipend. Money for grad school visits.
Undergraduate scholarship money. GRE prep. Much more.
.

Contact us about eligibility
requirements at:
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Submit YOUR Photos!
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• They could ~ picktd lOr Photo oi the Day and be seftl on The.~cq and
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Now accepting applications.
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Murray State 261 UT-Martin 48

Remembering Thomas
On Oct. 2, 2010, Scott McGurk got a call
that would forever change his life. His
son, Murray State freshman basebaU player Thomas McGurk, had been killed in a
car wreck on Johnny Robertson Road in
Calloway County.
Thomas, a Medina, Ohio, native,
received a scholarship to pitch on the
'Brcds baseball team only months before
the accident.
The next day I got a call that would
change my life.
I was caught completely off guard when
asked to write Thomas' story for The Murray State News last
October. I mean, how do you write a story about someone
dying. what we would consider. a premature death? How do
you call the grieving parents and ask questions about their
beloved 18·year·old son whom they will never again share a
conversation or .smile with?
r will never forget calling Mr. McGurk and talking with
him for more than an hour. 1 will never forget crying with
him as he told me he was angry at God fo.r taking his son
from him or how he just as quickly told me God bad a plan
and would bring it to completion even though he couldn't
understand.
I will never forget hearing stories of Thomas' heroic
actions as he saved five children from their burning home
when he was only 16 or the stories of his consistent improvement in every sport he played before deciding to pursue
baseball for the rest of his life.
Only he had no idea how short his life would be.
In his 18 years, Thomas was known for his character, hard
work and favorite Bible verse - Matthew 19:26, "Through
God all things are possible." For his charming personality,
discipline and always being sans shirt, weather permitting.
His dad and I have stayed in touch off and on the last year
and met in person at the 'Breds home opener in February. It
was great to meet him and talk in person. but the encounter
intensified my hurt for his family's heartache.
I can't imagine being a parent, but my mind can't begin to
· fathom burying a child. Despite the sorrow the McGurks still
suffer. talking with Mr. McGurk always encourages me. He is
genuine about his feelings and always points back to God's
grand plan we can trust, even when we can't understand.
Last week we spoke on the phone and the still grieving
father told me he doesn't live anymore, he simply exists.
"It's really hard for us to get out and live," he said. "I'm still
not talking to God, still not praying- it's still very hard for me
dealing and coming to terms with it."
Thomas was an athlete from ari early age and Mr. McGurk
said he remembers once driving home from work to a 3-yearold Thomas saying, "Daddy, watch," as he scrambled up the
basketball pole.
~-~......... Mr. McGurk. who wears Thomas' Pbiten necklace every·
day, coached his son in baseball for years but never .saw him
fulfill his dream of playing Djvision I baseball.
"I wish I'd got to see him pitch, I wish rd got to see him
wear the unifonn," he said. "But it's amazing, those kids (on
the team) still think about me and check in on me -that's the
kind of people you have there."
A strong supporter of Murray State. Mr. McGurk s¥d he
has been overwhelmed with support from the Racer family.
''When 1 read your paper and see people complaining
about the school and how expensive classes are and this and
that, I just say, 'Wow, you really don't know bow great of a
school you have,'" be said. "Obviously things like what happen~d to Thomas happen all the time. every day, but not
every school responds the way Murray does."
In addition to support from faculty, 'Breds team members
and Coach Dan Sklrka, Murray State gave the McGurks permission to use the school logo on Thomas' headstone, something which touched Mr. McGurk so much he teared up talking about it.
The loving dad, who hung Thomas' jersey in his office and
carries his Murray State Racercard in his wallet, said it is still
hard remembering God was in control of Thomas' life.
"I believe it says in the Bible that God answers prayers but.
it's hard to remember he doesn't answer all prayers, and
when he doesn't answer all prayers you think, 'Of course, he's
not going to answer the prayers for me to win the lottery,' but
I automatically and always assumed when you prayed for the
safety of your family, he would answer them but then again,
we don't know his plan," he said.
•
Mr. McGurk cried as he said he wasn't done being
Thomas' father. The grieving dad said he often wonders what
the rest of his son's days would have held if he were permitted to live them.
"I'll always remember everything he's ever done baseballwise, but then I start thinking about what could have been,"
he said. "I wonder if we ever would have gotten a call on
d~aft day."
I heard the tears in his voice as he reflected on memories
with his son, memories so vivid I could see them playing on
the movie screen of my mind.
'
"I remember that smile, I remember hugging him and
things we did together," he said. "I remember vacations and
stupid things he would say that we would laugh at, like when
he was 6. I can still imagine his smell when you hugged him,
even after a work out or when he would put on cologne like
crazy. These are little things, but that's what you wind up
remembering."
The one thing that comforts the hurting father is the hope
only found through a relationship with Christ, he said.
"God was Thomas' first Father and he called Thomas back
and he will do a far better job than I could to teach him," be
said'last year. "It's not easy for any of us, but something good
will come and I know someone will be saved; we might not
know who, but someone will and that will be more for the
Lord."
Although I never met the left-handed pitcher, I believe we
would have been friends and his story is forever etched on
my heart. The impact his life continues to have on mine
reminds me of something his dad told me two days after his
death: "I lost my son. but obviously it was God's plan, and it
was his plan for his whole life," he said. "No matter how
much I don't want to see it or admit it, God's plan is God's
plan."
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.

The Racer offensecon·
oratulates Mike Harris
after hescored his fourth
touchdown of the season
aoalnst the Skyhawks.

Injuries plague Racers
against UT-M Skyhawks
Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor

It was a crisp, cool night at Graham Stadium in Martin, Tenn., Thursday night and
the Racers were dealt a cold serving of
defeat by the UT•Martin Skyhawks who
dominated the 48-26 game.
Less than three minutes into the ftrst
quarter the Skyhawks lit up the score board
with an 11-yard touchdown by jason McNair
and never looked back.
The next 15 minutes showcased a highlyaggressive U:f-Martin team rushing for 161
yards and scoring three touchdowns. Murray State's Patrick Robertson and Lamar
Hall were helped off the field after rough
encounters with the Skyhawks.
Officials' flags were thrown more than
the football in tac first quarter as the Racers
racked up four penalties for 50 yards. In the
second quarter, Murray State answered the
Skyhawks' call with their first touchdown of
the night delivered by runningback Mike
Harris. Kienen Cullen's field goal attempt
bounced off the goal post making the score
28-6 with 11:35 minutes left on the clock.
Six minutes later Cullen redeemed himself with a 31-yard field goal lessening UTMartin's lead to 28·9, a much different score
than last year's meeting with the Skyhawks
when Murray State won 52-16.
Despite playing amid a sea of orangt:,

flecks of gold shone through the game as a
surge of adrenaline, Racer quarterback
Casey Brockman outran Harris and blocked ,
for him for close to 40 yards.
In the second half the Racers responded
with more precision including two field
goals, a Duane Brady 98-yard kickoff return
touchdown and n Brockman to Dexter Durrante touchdown pass. but it 'wasn't enough
to catch up to U ' I~Martin's lead.
Even though 13 incomplete passes and
eight penalties from the Skyhawks were on
the Racers' side, the fatigued team, coming
off four days rest, couldn't 'match the energy of the U -day rested Skyhawks.
Coach Chris Hatcher said UT-Martin
dominated his team in what he deemed a
frustrating night for the Racers. '
"Well, we just got whooped, that's the
bottom line," he said. ''It's hard to give the
other team credit but they were well pre·
pared and came out with great intensity and
put it to us. I thought that after the initial
barrage they threw at us we settled down
some and got some good stops but offensively we couldn't match them score for
score."
The Racers now turn their focus tu preparation for the undefeated Jacksonville State
which will be at 6 p.m. Oct.l at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Contact McDonald at smcduna/d3@
murraystate.edu.
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Coach spotlight:
Eddie Hunt

with Murray State athletics partly out oflove of sports, but also out
of respect for student athletes.
It was then Hunt started playing golf regularly. using the game as
a social outlet to reach out to friends.
"In 2001. Coach Buddy Hewitt was set to rt'tlrc as the men's golf
coach," he said. "'I bey couldn't find anybody they wanted to hirt', so
they nsked me in the middle of August to be interim coach for a
year."
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
Hunt learned the ropes of coaching at the OVC level with the :~s
sistance of current women's golf conch Velvet Milkman, mnking his
·Men's golf coach Eddie Hunt graduated from Paducah Tilghman first year much easier to handle, he said.
High School having played football, basketball and baseball Golf
" I enjoyed the kids and I enjoyed the travel," he said...When the
was just an afterthought.
first year was up, J applied for the job."
·~J that time not many people were playing golf or tennis," Hunt
Hunt believes his early recruiting success to be one of the rcasaid. "Most people didn't have access to the golf courses. It was a sons he's still coaching at Murray State.
basketball, baseball an d foo tball world back then."
" I really got a good nucleus of kids to start off the n~xt four years,"
Origim1lly from the Paducah, Ky•• area, Hunt has made Murray his he said. " I was ablt• to build on that be~ause I put a hig emphasis on
home away from home.
recruiting. There are a lot of good programs locally. so 1 focus on
Hunt came to Murray State because it was close by and he liked local kids."
the school which he said was a familiar place to reach his goals of
H unt said he will never forget his first college coaching experiteaching and coaching sports.
ence for as long as he lives,
"My go:tl was to teach and coach - I've always been involved in
" It was in Capt' Girardeau, Mo., pla>•ing our first college golf tourathletics," he said.
' nament of the season," he said. ''I was in the pro shop, and I looked
When Hunt graduated from Murray State in 1966, the Vietnam up at the TV screen and that's when 9/11 happt•ncd."
·
War was in full throttle. Having completed ROT C whilt; at Murray
Ten years later Hunt is stHI relishing in the game of golf. the exState, Hunt was automatically commissioned as an officer six citement of team travel and the attitude student athletcs.have who
months after graduation.
compete week in and week out.
"ROTC was one of the smartest decisions 1ever made as a young
"Although I'm n little older, l still enjoy the rdationship with the
man," he said. "I was in the service for two years and when I got student athletes," Hunt said. "I really enjoy the traveL I try to make
out, l came back to Murray to do graduate work."
our schedule to where we can travel around the u.s. and represent
After completing his master's in education at Murray State in Murray State and be competitive."
1969, Hunt discovered his love for tennis while playing with current ·
In Hunt's time as coach, the Racers have come away with 27 team
men's tennis coach Mel Purcell.
victories and while coaching is still entert;~ining iur Hum. he :sai\:1 he
"I started playing with Mel P urcell when h e was 10 or 12 years enjoys winter break to get away from everything and spcml time
old," he said. "That's how I got my tennis game."
with his w ife, former Lanctte Unden\·ood of Murray.
Hunt continued to work on his game, so much that he w-orLS the
" In january and February, my wife nnd I try to go to Florida and
No.1 ranked tennis player in Kentucky for two years.
spend a little time there and kind of relax," he s:1id.
Hunt retired from tennis when too many activities entered the
Hunt spends his summers playing nlor of g~_)lf and follt,wing curpicture. He then shifted his focus to business management by open- rent, previous and future Murrny Stale golfers. Ilc also keeps a keen
ing and co-managing Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods in Murray for eyl' on Racer athletics, using season tic:kt'ts to attend homl' games
almost 29 years, sponsoring several Murray State athletic programs for basketball, football and baseball.
during that time.
"I never miss u home football game or basketball game if l'm in
Hunt saiQ he always maintained a dose, professional relationship town," be said.

Paducah, Ky., native Eddie Hunt Is in his 10th year as coach and ted the
2010 team to the first Racer OVC Championship since 1991.
When llunt isn't spending time watching or coad1ing ,uhletics. he
and his wife take in <1 )novic nt the Cheri or one of the many Broadway shows in Paducah ur Luuisvilll'.
"TI1c last good mov1c I saw was 'The Help,"' he said. "And before
that, I really enjored seeing "'fhe King's Speech.m
Whether on the road traveling or home in Murrar. Hunt said he
enjoys a simple cuisin\' nwst days.
''My players say thl.!y cln order for nll•,'' he s:tid. "Steak well-done,
bake'a potato with extra butter and a salad with extra randL"
Family is also vcr)' hnportant to Hunt. After rnising two sons.
Jason and Jeremy, Hunt said he had a small break before grandchil·
dren were on the way.
"We really cnjor kceping up with our grandkids," ht• snid. "And
that will k<:'ep you buS}'·"
Men's golf tees off aguin Monday and Thesuay for the Cardinal
lntercollegJnte at Cardinal Club in Louisville. Ky.
Contact Marwwe at edward.marlowc@mucraystatc.edu.

Racer results Sept 17-22
'

Men's golf places 14th at UK Bluegrass Invitational
..Patrick Newcomb places 25th overall.
Volleyball wins 3-1 at Eastern Illinois
·Teresa Krog had 13 kills, a .270 (13k·3e·37ta) hitting percentage and added seven digs.
Football vs:Tennessee State wins 58-27
·Casey Brockman threw for 600 yards and scor~d 8 total
touchdowns.
Volleyball loses 2·3 at Southeast Missouri .
-Cassy Woolverton led the team with 19 kills and a .211 (19k·
7e·57ta) hitting percentage.

Hoste~

by A g ~ea~ership Co~ neil
.

urday, September q
Action Packed Weekend
.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

9:00am-~:OO
Located at:
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OCCER I VOLLEYBALl

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2:1
Soccer vs. UT Martin
Volleyball vs. Tennessee.Tech

Hwy 94 and Doran Road
Parking at Murray Elementary - Shuttle to Farm

{Facebook •Like It• Day -VIsit our facebook paJe at

*Admission: $5.00 per person

State Racer Athletics• to wtn!)

Concessions, T-shirts & Pumpkins
Availablefor Purchase

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
Volleyball vs. Jacksonville State
2 •••~••nll!l
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
aa~~:cear vs. SEMO
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Club Sport

Open Mouth, Insert Football

Club sport of the month: fencing

Here come the supers
Don't look now. but super
conferences are forming in the
NCAA, paving the way for a
pseudo-playoff system in football on the FBS level
On the heels of Sunday's report that Syracuse and Pittsburgh will leave the dwindling
Big East to become the 13th and
14th teams in the ACC, respecBen
tively, serious talks are now onMorrow
going for Big l2 powerbouse Sports columnist
members Texas, Oklahoma,
Texas Tech and Oklahoma State to leave the Big U
for the ever-expanding Pac 12.
Other reports offer the possibility of Texas A&M,
Missouri and West VirginJa joining the SEC and rumors of Connecticut and Rutgers courting the ACC.
This shifting of powers among conferences seems
to be the way universities are taking the power of
the BCS championship in their own hands after BCS
officials repeatedly refused to institute any sort of
end-of-season football tournament despite popular

Jad Kolm
Staff writer
While some may have imagined themselves
sword fighting during medieval times or on the
deck of a pirate ship, Murray Stale students are
bringing their fantasies to life by learning to
wield a sword in the fencing club.
"The general purpose of our club is to provide
training to anyone of any level of skill in sport
fencing in a supportive environment," D.J. Wilson, fencing dub president and longest standing
member, said.
The club takes members of any level of training. Students interested in the club don't have to
worry if they have never held a foil before.
"You don't really even need to know how to
walk in a straight line to join fencing club," Wilson said. "We have rwo main instructors. myself
being one of them, that teach fmm the ground
up regularly. We also don't follow a concrete curriculum. While most beginners learn to fence
when our cycle starts over in the fall, anyone can
come join the club at any time, and they will get
one-on-one attention from an instructor starting
from the absolute basics. On the flip side of that
coin, we train up to competition level and most
veteran members are low tournament level, so
any sltilllevel is welcomed."
As in any club, the fencing club takes part in
many competitions and is always lo()king for
new schools to compete against.
"We have a lot of fun in-house tournaments
like the upcoming 'Death at Dullk' we don on
campus in the fall," Wilson said. "As for large
tournaments we typically have them in the
spring and they are United States Ft.'Dcing Association sponsored. We talk to school !I every season to see who is hosting tournaments when, so
that's always changing, but right now we're talking to Memphis and Tennessee for this sea!lon."
Sam Baum, a one-year member, said his favorite thing about the club is fencing everybody
and learning from mistakes and th<.'n hoping ru
better himself.
William Huddleston, also a onc·ycar veteran,
said he likes being around the people in the club.

•

Photo cou~y Ol)<.'~slca Kania

Fencing dUb members William Huddleston and Alyson Brebes l1tniCt Mlcbeth In the 2011 ~re Festival.
"(My favorite part is) fencing other people and
sometimes there's g-.unes, like capture the flagwhere everybody's fencing each other."
The club also allows members a unique and
fun way to stay in shape, Wilson said.
"There are many physical benefits to the drills
and practices we run every meeting," he said.
"Fencing Is a spon that uses many muscles in the
body that most people aren't even aware they
have until they're limping away from a particularly difficult lunge drill."
The fencing club does a lot of agility and coordination training and the sport .can improve
control of balance and aim and help performance
in other sports, Wilson said.
The club is a way to bring out students' competitive sides and allows them a healthy environment in which to unleash it. Students who
choose to join the fencing club are able to par·
ticipatc in a unique environment, he said.
"fencing is also a great competitive outlet, it's

commonly called 'physical chess' as you have to
use both your mind and bo.dy to defeat your opponent." Wilson said.
The club meets from 8 to 10 p.m. Mondays and
Thursdays in the Carr Health building.
"We have our own room there. though it's a little off the beaten path." he sald.
The dub bas six exccuti\'e board officer positions and one person who ls in training. The club
also bas an honorary mascot position filled. The .
rest of the club members are made up of returning and new members.
"We're also quite diverse, with our male to female ratio being around 50:50, and we h.1ve people from nearly all the majors Murray State has
to offer, so there's no worry about not fitting in,"
be said.
.
Wilson said fencing is a sport · where the
phrase "minutes to learn, years to master" applies.

Contact Kohn at jkohn@murraystate.cdu.

Rifle

Team targets firSt match of the long season
Kyn ledbetter
Staff writer

After a month of practice, the Murray State rifle team nears its farst
match of the sea!lon. Under the looming cloud of two consecutive OVC
championships, tbn:.c f.t~,hn;~u jQ.W r-4"
on the team 100ner r.ubeLM~ u
shooters will be squaded members of team come Sa~mllav's
Martin.
Regardless of any pressure the freshmen may feel, the last month of
practice bas gone on as usual.
"It's been pretty much normal practke," Coach Alan Lollar said. "Preseason we try to identify what we need to .work on in order 'to get better.
It's a time when you're away from match schedule and you can work on,
for lack of a better word, weaknesses. and try to turn them into a strong
point."
When the Racers came back to Murray State from their summer breaks
they didn't lose any time in refreshing their skills. Instead they picked up
almost exactly where they left off, a great comfort to both Lollar and his.
shooters, and may also offer the younger shooters an abundance of op·
portunities in the season to come.
"One of the things we wanted to do was come back after the summer off
and be relatively close to where we finished," Lollar said. "I think we've
done a pretty good job of that. We've got a lot of young people that will be
involved in traveling and competing with us this year and some people ·
that haven't been there. The travel squad's wide open. It's going to be interesting to see who tnds up there at the end of the year."
Freshman shooter Kirsten Moyer couldn't agree more.
"Well, Cor us as a team it's been going really well according to the numbers, with where we were last year compared to where we are this year,"
Moyer said. "We're starting off where we left off last year, so there's only
room for improvement."
The freshmen, along with three other members of the team, will bave
the chance to make their first Impression of the season this weekend at
UT-Martin.
"It's going to be big for the freshmen because all three of them arc going
to be squaded in this match," Lollar said. "Because of the way the schedule fell I'm trying to give some people some time off because we're going
·to have such a long run of matches here soon and because 1 wanted to take
an opportunity early to let the freshmen feel like they're a part of the team
and compete."
For those not in the know concerning rifle and the ~port's scoring prac·

tices
season,
up
awe designate five squaded members for each gun for every match,"
Lollar said. "Each gun is worth 600 points. Smallbore is 200 points in each
position: prone then standing then kneeling. Air gun is worth 600 points
all in standing position. The top four scores from smallbore and the top
four scores from air rifle out of the designated five make up your team
score. A team score Is worth 2,400 points per gun and 4,8()0 point.<> per
team, aggregate."
The length of the rifle season also contributes to the difference between
rifle and every other sport on campus.
"Our season is .a very long season, maybe the longest NCAA season,"
Lollar said. ''We'll start Saturday and we won't finish until the weekend
before spring break. It's very much a process. Our top three scores during
the year are our qualifying scores, but they can be shot at any time and
then we havc'another qualifier at the end, which is another 50 percent of
our qualifying score. So it Is a process of trying to get better and peaking
at the right time. So early in the year is important as a foundation, but it
doesn't mean our year will be good or bad."

d~mand.

The new setup would in essence offer tournament
results while not taking away from the importance
of each regular season game, one of the few criticisms of NCAA basketball's setup.
Proponents of the so-called super conferences say
this realignment would allow for a greater strength
of schedule for members of each conference. This
would mean that each conference team would have
to play a greater number of.quality teams each year.
Such realignment would theoretically provide the
competitive advantage to each of the super conferences.
The probability is four conferences, currently the
SEC, Pac 12, Big 10 and the ACC that would end up
with 16 teams each. The idea is the attrition of the
regular season schedule would produce a worthy
champion from each conference who would then be
eligible for the BCS championship game.
This would effectively ll.init the current advantage
of the SEC, which has fielded the last ftve BCS na·
tional champions and has come to expect its.regular
season champion to compete in the national championship game each year.
The arrangement would also allow teams like
Boise State, who bave been snubbed from the BCS
championship game on an annual basis despite quality seasons. to be more in the mix should they
choose to join a super conference.
There is a reason universities are moving so
quickly. As more schools switch conferences, others
will move fast so they won't be left out in the cold.
If the college football landscape shifts to 64 teams
in four super conferences. schools will rush to be included until all slots are filled.
Don't fofl!let the money in all this. Never forget the
money. It appears the only reason Texas is not al!;.~~:~J.~~..~.J~~.}s. the fanfWcial winMaij it is set
tc:t rec:eav~YQY:S:ottl tile bew Lo6gbom Network. Texas is currently negotiating TV rights with
the Pac 12 if it is added as a member.
The Longhorn Network. whi~ put Texas at an advantage in TV profits and in recruiting over rivals
such as Texas A&M, is one of the 1119in reasons
Texas A&M originally sought a move to the SEC,
which has the top TV revenues of any conference.
The significant point not to be lost here Is that
major universities are showing a willingness to
reshume their sports programs all for the sake of
football dollars.
Although there have been a couple of basketball
coaches recently quoted speaking to how a realignment would help NCAA hoops, this conversation is
undoubtedly focused on football The fact that Syracuse and Pittsburgh would leave the stacked Big
East is proof.
This widespread scrambliq of schools boils
down to two tbinp: money and money. Schools
don't want to be left out of TV revenues that super
conferences will bring each year, and they want to
continue to have a reasonabte shot at playing in BCS
bowl games. which bring in buckets of cash for each
participating university.
This restructurin& should result in more competitive conferences in men's basketball like the Big
~t in recent years. It could mean that NCAA
schedules will be more competitive in men's and
women's sports across the board.
But make no mistake. This reshuffling of conferences is all about football. More specifically, it's all
about football dollars. The fallout will be interesting, and hopefully in the end, the fans will be the
winners here.

Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@murraystate.edu.

Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murraystate.edu.
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Softball

Team is 'role model'
for local students
Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor
You never know who is watctting and how your actions can affe<.1
people, espedally in a positive way. The Racer spftball team recently
lea rned this lesson first hand.
While attending a softball game in the spring, Michael Conley
Murr.ty Elementary physical education teacher said he saw the Racers exemplify qualities he tries to bring out in his students.
"We're always looking for w;.~ys to get our kids to be more positive
with each othl•r," he said. ''When l saw the Murray State softball
team play last spring I noticed how they interacted with each other
and all the pusitive affirmations they gave one another and began to
think <>f how to replicate in the gym."
This fa11 tht• school launched its "Encourage Each Other" campaign and invited the softball team into the classes not only to teach
softball skills but to demonstrate positive interaction, Conley said.
" I tell the kids (the team) is here for two reason, one to show softball skills :md also sharing with us the importance of teamwork,
bcint; positive with each other and why that matters,'' he said. "The
kids before might tease each other or laugh at each other and maybe
not trying to t.e mejln but often times will upset someone and now
the kids arc looking for ways to encourage each other rather than
ridicule and tease."
•
Murray State junior outfielder Alaina Zloty was one of the team
members volunteering at Murray Elementary Thesday. Zloty
workl·d with the kindergarteners, ftrst·graders and second-graders
teaching them how to field the ball but during her time with the second-graders she had a uniquely special experience, she said.
"I worked with Braxton, he has Downs Syndrome," she said. "He
is so precious, he wore my glove and we threw the ball. He was so
funny. He said he loved the game and he growled at me and told me
to lw quiet bel:ause he wanted to do it.''
Being asked to work with the elementary school means a lot to
L'..loty, who said bdng positive is everything when part of a team.
"If we didn't have positive attitudes the team would just fall
apart," she said. "We'd just keep getting mad and if someone makes
a mistake you might put blame on them and you don't want to put
blame on anyone - it's a team, you want to work together and mesh
well and a negative attitude is not going to help the team at all.
Sometimes people can be selfish but when you put yourself to the
side and think about the team it just makes you guys as a whole do
so much better.
Zloty said having an encouraging attitude makes a difference in
others whether you notice it or not.
"Being a positive teammate, high-fiving. being encouraging, saying positive things is really important to keep team spirit up, especially if you're losing a game or feeling down or just someone is
having a bad game and you need to pick them," she said. "Just saying 'good job' could change how they act. I'm a believer in being positive nnd encouragement."
Murray Elcmemary student Skylar Swalls said she enjoyed running the bases and fielding with the college players whose encouragement made her want to work harder.
"Encouraging each other is a thing we do here at Murray Elemental')'," the SC\~ond·grader said. "We have a huge chart in this gym
and little charts in the classrooms that say things likl· 'dynamite' and
'good job', 'great job', <you're getting
got
haQs of
it' :md things like that We're gWing ·hUltf.·fl\'\~!'~~·re"efi~·ur.~ratn
l':tch other, we're chl'cring and it's just a lot of fun."
Fellow second-grader Joshua Eaton said the ftelding clinic was review for him but, be is realizing the value of a positive attitude.
"l've always liked baseball but usually I don't get enougb encouragerm·nt !;O I kind of fed down some things but (encouragement)
reds really gooJ," he said. "There is a program at my school that Mr.
Conley started to encourage ..:-ach other so now every time we're
prncticing baseball or softball we'll have a line and we'll do high
llves and things. When someone encourages me I just feel like I can
dl) it.''
The MEn~(lurnge Each Other" campaign will continue with the ele mentary school throughout the year.
Co ntact McL>onc!ld at smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.

Photos by Mclrssa Ruhlrnanmte News

Freshman outfielder casey castile hloh fives Murray Elementary students durinq their 'Encouraoe Each other' campalqn Tuesday.

Directs a second-grader to the base during softball clinics.

Murray Elementary P.E. Teacher Michael Conley talks with third-graders as members of the softball team look on.

Mini-Spotlight:
Megan Glosser
JadKohn
Staff writer

•

Seniur Megan Glosser is entering
her final season of Racer softball.
Glosser, resident of Mattoon, Ill..
transferred from Lake Land College
after playing for their softball team for
two seasons.
Glosser said playing for a Division I
school is a completely different level
of play.

.With NewWave!

"At a junior college you work hard,
but when you come to a Division I
school all the girls are better; they arc
a lot stronger," she said. uso you have
to work twice as hard to be a:; suc·
cessful as you want to be."
At the end of the 2010 season,
Glosser W'clS ranked second in the na·
tion for stolen bases.
She credits this achievement to
both pure speed and technique.
"I mean you can be fast but if yl)u
don't know how to steal bases or you
don't know the technique of running
your not going to be very successful,"
she said.
Glosser has set her goals high for
the upcoming season. She said she
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Asecond:grader is pronounced safe by Assistant Coach Randl Wilson.

hopes to be as !;uccessful as Pllssible
in order tl> help the team rl·ach its
. - - - - - - - . goals of going to
the
conference
tournament, and
winning it.
"Being a senior.
I think we are all
ready to take it to
the next level,"
Glosser said. "Ukc
last year we had
Megan
our first win at
the
conference
Glosser
Scnio;,r utility player level and this year
we plan to get to
the championship game, win it and go
on."

1

Junior Alalna Zloty throws aball to Braxton, a second-Qrader durlnq drills.

Glosser is a biology, pre-medicine
major.
She credits time management ft)r
her success at juggling a difficult
major along with her commitment to
softball.
"You definitely have to make sure
that if you have a little bit of spare
time, that your studying," she said.
..You're working on either softball or
:;chool work, there's not a lot of free
time.''
Her favorite moments at Murray
State have been getting to know the
girls on the softball team and puilding
comradery, she said.
"We always joke that if someone
was listening to our conversations.

they would think we were crazy," she
said. "So I think ju~t the moments like
that add up to one favorite."
Twitter-obsessed Glosser said her
favorite movie is ''Save the Last
Dance."
''I watch it every night," she said.
Glosser wears No. 11, has a pit bull
named Chico and her future plans indude going to medical school at University of Alabama-Birmingham,
being a successful doctor and starting
a family.
Said Glosser: "l would like to be a
surgeon and work in a trauma unit in
a big city hopefully.''
<.."ontact
Koh11
at
jkohn@
murruystate.edu.
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Eleemosynary
el·ee·mos·y·nar·y
Adjective: Of, relating to, or dependent on charity; charitable.

Actoes Studio explores
relationships in play
Paige Graves
Staff writer

There is a moment in everyone's life
when they feel something was written for
them. Angi Hanan hopes students will feel
this·coming from the stage of the Actor's
Studio Theatre.
Hanan, member of the theater department and director of "Eleemosynary," said
the play is highly intimate and relatable.
"We need theater to educate ourselves;
to get us to look in the mirror," Hanan said.
"In this production the relationship dynamics are recognizable and we see that
each of us are responsible for our own actions. In an age where we rarely meet face
to face because of technology. this play re·
ally examines that basic ability to communicate."
With only three roles in the production,
simplicity is key and the text is highly em·
phasized. The play explores the delicate
relationship between a grandmother, a
mother and a daughter. Ultimately, characters who have been estranged put aside
their diffe,tences and accept their mutual
need for love and understanding.
"People have seen or experienced these
relationships in their own lives," Hanan
said. '"The main theme of striving to be
loved and accepted, tempered with isolation is universal, and that is seen through
the really subtle. intricate politics of relationships."
The word "eleemosynary" is defined as
pertaining to or devoted to charity. Hanan
said she has seen nothing but devotion
from the cast so far.
"This has been an incredibly short production time," Hanan said. "Because of a
change in the production calendar, we have
had just four weeks to put this together.
Auditions were done in the first week of
school in only three days, and the cast has

been amazing. It's been very intense with a
lot of work, and we have practiced six
nights a week in some Instances. The
biggest issue to overcoll}e has been the
time limitation and the truncated rehearsal
schedule."
The show began Thursday and will run
through Tuesday. Each showing is at 7:30
p.m. in Wilson 310 and is free with Racercard.
Caitlin Carrico, senior from Paducah,
Ky., said she is excited the show has a
longer runtime.
"I don't often get the chance to attend
plays or anything like that because I am a
nursing student," she said. "This play is
something I'm really excited about and I'm
hoping to attend. The story sounds like
something that I could relate to on one
level or another, plus it's free so it shouldn't be much ofa stretch for students to go."
Hanan said she believes theater is important in any community, with or without
a college.
"Theater is wonderful for a community.
In this case we address the positive and
negative aspects of communication,"
Hanan said. "Sometimes we get stuck in
what bas happened to us before, and in this
play we get hope for our own lives. It's
never too late and ..au it takes is the wility
to be vulnerable. It's impossible to know
someone until you take that risk, and in
this instance the characters finaUy take
that risk. The result is a whole new beginning, and I ihink we can find that in our
own lives."
Hanan suggested arriving at the theater
45 minutes to an hour early, as the theater
only seats 60 audience members. For inquiries regarding the production call the
ticket sales information booth at (270) 809·
4421.
Contact Graves at paige.graves@ •
. murraystate.edu.

Journalism and mass communications Instructor EUzabeth Thomas gets Into character In 'Eleemosynary.' The play Is
show!no at 7:30 p.m. today through Tuesday In Actor's Studio Theatre, located at Wilson Hall 3108.

Food Network's 'Food Dude' to share campus eating tips, ideas
Savuma.b Sawyer
Contributing writer

Photo courtf'sy of My~p<lte

Kevin Roberts. known as 1he Food Dude', will teach students about healthy eating
In college. His presentation Is at 8 p.m. Tuesday In the Curris Center Ballroom.

College is a hard time for anyone to try and be healthy.
It's often hard to eat right and exercise with such busy
schedules. But, Kevin Roberts wants to teach everyone
bow to do just thnt.
;
Kevin Roberts, also known as ''The Food Dude" from
the Food Network, will speak Tuesday in the Curds Center.
Alex Green, lecture chair for the Campus Activities
Board, said Roberts will host a seminar to teach students
how to make quick easy snacks in the comfort of n dorm
room. The seminar is 8 p.m. Thesday in the Curris Center
Ballroom and is free to the public.
"He travels around to college campuses and teaches
them how students can cook healthy meals in their residential colleges," Green said. "He does a lot of nutrition in
addition to convcnit!ncc,likc things you can do in a toaster
oven or a resid(mtial kitchen. Things that you can conveniently use."
Green said Roberts" performance was showcased at the
National Association of Campus Activities Convention in
Boston.
"Different performers, musicians (and) comedians applied and presented for every college that goes to this
(conference) and he was one of the performers there,"
Green said. "We really enjoyed him."
Jeanie Morgan. coordinator of stud~nt activities, said
the student delegates thought he would host an excellent
event for the campus.
Morgan said the . l~vcnt should be fun because of
Roberts' experience with food and television. Roberts,
who has his own show on TLC ..:ailed "BBQ.Pit.Masters,"
has appeared on more than JOO television programs promoting his work.
,
'"The Kevin Roberts 'The :Food Dude' show is extremely
entertaining, interactive and even educational,'" she said.
In addition to his television program. he has released
two cookbooks geared toward young adults.
According to Munchiestv.com, "His acclaimed cookbook 'Munchies' is targeted toward the starving, struggling to find quick, simple and tasty alternatives to the
campus dining halls and fast foods. With recipes like west

coast wings, tater tot bash and cinnamon roasted grapefruit, Roberts' book expresses the sentiment that there is
'more to cooking than complex recipes and expensive ingredients."
'
Green, who also helped with the Ma>""a Angclou lecture
earlier this semester, said he was lookinK forward to
Roberts' presentation.
·
"I'm actually going to school to be a chet' so I'm super
excited to work with him and see how he coulJ help me
out," he said. .
Green said Roberts puts on a high-energy performance
with each show and loves audience participation.
"He's a spokesperson for Franks Wing Sauce (so he)
calls people up on stage to do shots of hot sauce," he said.
"He passes out food. He's super high energy and a really
fun individual. He"ll make it a good time.lf you're not interested in cooking at all, he'll make you interested."
Prior to the seminar, Roberts will pick the win11cr of the
Dish It Up contest from the top four lo~al contestants chosen last Saturday at the ftlotball game.
Contact
Sawyer
at
ssawyer@mllrmystutt•.
edu.
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AND .THE

WINNER IS •••

Ryan Richardson/Contributing photographer

Alonzo Crawford, junior from Madisonville, Ky., strikes a pose on stage durino Friday's Mr. MSU
pageant in Lovett Auditorium. Crawford took·home the title of this year's Mr. MSU. ·

last Friday, Lovett Auditorium was filled with peers,
friends and family members of the 14 men competing forth~
title of Mr. MSU 2011.
Hosted and sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi, this annual
fundraising event is organized to bring in money for its philanthropy, the National Arthritis Foundation.
This year marked the 30th anniversary of Mr. MSU with
the theme,' "Dancing Through the Decades."
. The contestants were nominated by organizations on
campus and were required to participate in the formal attire.
talent and interview rounds of the contests.
For more photos of the winners c~eck out thenews.org.

What to Expect When
Visiting Health Services:

Services available to the
Murray State Community:

Health Services requests that everyone complete a Health History to be Included In the
chart (see sidebar).

Physical assessment for illness or Injury

First visit- complete the front of the chart that
includes basic demographic information.
Everyone will be seen on a drop-in basis for primary health care in an outpatient setting. Waiting times will vary. Plan your visit around your
schedule so as to minimize missed classes and
work.
Screening & assessment by professional nurses
Plan of care developed by a professional nurse
based on protocols OR referral to the Nurse
Practitioner or Clinic Physician.
Referral to local health care provider for chronic
health issues beyond our scope of care.

Treatment of acute Illness and minor injury
Condoms (available in clinic lobby)
Crutches are avail~ble on a loan basis
Referrals as needed
Laboratory services -We have a CLIA-certified
lab for moderately complex procedures induding.complete blood counts, 'urinalysis, rapid
strep screens, urine colony counts, pregnancy
tests and sexually transmitted Infection testing,
etc. Laboratory procedures such as chemistry for
Lipids, etc. are sent to LabCorp and the client is
billed by LabCorp for this service. A copy of the
client's insurance card may be sent with specimen to have Insurance billed first.
Evaluation of health risks
Preventive Services and Health Promotion

Students: Medical excuses are not routinely Issued by the
Health Service for missed classes or examinations. Exceptions may be for extended illnesses or injuries that necessitate hospitalization or medical withdrawal.
Students are responsible for notifying professors or physical education instructors of absences caused by Illness
or injury. This should be done early in the morning prior
to a class being missed! Students who are seen at Health
Services may sign a consent for release of information so
that a professor may call to verify date and time of visit to
Health Services. Ultimately, it is an academic decision to
grant an excused absence.
Medical Excuses for Employers: Excuses for missing work
on the Murray State University campus will not be Issued
to students, faculty or staff. On-campus employers may
call to verify date and time an employee was at Health
Services if a properly signed consent for release of information form is on the client chart. ExceptionS' may be for
extended illnesses or injuries that necessitate hospitalization.
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Movie Review

Channel Surfing

Disney film invokes childhood memories

Give that man aDundie
If you have
to this C\llumn
expecting a scathing
review of The OW's
"HSR" you will be
sorely disappointed. I
did watch thl' first
episode,
however
something more important has bumped
"H8R" to next week's
.
.
line-up. Trust me,
Features Editor though: it will come.
The Emmy Awards were Sunday and,
while I could complain abllut multiple
awards, my only rcalJlroblem is with one:
lead Actor in a Comedy Series.
As Rainn Wilson tweeted, "The world
of T V should be ashamed of itself that
Steve Carcll never won an E'mmy for
Michael Gary S~ltt. Goodnight."
Carell wa!> nominated for his role on
"The Office" fur six years yet he failed to
take home the win. The past two years he
lost to "The Big Bang Theory" star Jim
Parsons and, now that Carcll has sipped
his last bit of coffee from his MWorld's Best
Boss" mug, he no longer has a chance of
taking home the win.
Fans, along with cast members of the
s how, were more than disappointed with
this, with many threatening to "burn Utica
to the ground!"
No matter you r opinion on the last few
seasons of the series, it cannot be denied
that six years of no win for Carcll is, in
fact, ridiculous.
• Because Michael was based on the
British counterpart David Brent (Ricky
Gervais) it was easy for critics to compare
these two characters. While both characters make a habit of saying offensive
things and arc not always the most int{'lligent managers, Scott is more caring and
genuine than Brent.
This character trait was displayed
throughout seven yc'ars.
In seflSon two's "Booze Cruise" Michael
encourages a heartbroken Jim to pursue
Pam. Though he had spent the cruise time
making jokes. Michael km.'W how to be S\.'rious when it was needed.
In season th rce's "Business School"
Michael is the only one - aside from the
overly critical Oscar -who attends Pam's
art show. He sincerely compliments her
art and buys he-r drawing of their office
building. He was always therl' for his
friends and considered them fttmily.
One may awl' that these arc not .'$oq-~
edy" moments but a comedic actor must
do more than just deliver funny lines.
Carell's ability to flesh out this character:.~ character many watcher<: dislike be~ause of his incompetence as a boss and
his insensitive humor style -only proves
how talented of an actor he is.
The phrase "that's what she said" may
not have started with Michael Scott but at
this point he owns it. You can't hear or say
the phrase without thinking of "The Office.''
In addition to great one-liners. Card!
was excellent with physical comedy. Rl'member when Michael fell in a koi pond
or when he burned his foot on his George
Foreman grill?
Let's not f<,rgct the great "characters
w ithin a character," from Agent Michael
Scam and Prison Mike to Date -Mike anu
Michael the Magic.
In this role Carel! has made us laugh,
cry and laugh until we cried. If that isn't
the definition of someone deserving an
Emmy than I don't know what is.
I know 1 just need to acccpt it and move
on but it's just so hard.
(That's what she said.)
Contact Kyle at cltarlottc.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
COfilC

Features Editor Ch:1rlottc Kyle
!Vritcs the movie r£•vicws.
1 began writing movie reviews at

a young age.
I didn't realize at the time that I
was doing this, but as 1 reflect upon
my e1cmcntal"}' school days I realize
I was destined to critique the art of
film .
Tah·, for e:x:.~mple, my review of
Disney's "The Lion Kjug." This review was written and published in
my spiral notebook on March 8, 1996
and included artwork drawn by
yours truly.
My teacher at the time pmvided
us with daily prompts we W<."re to
answer in at least three sentences.
On this particular day my teacher
gave us the prompt, "My favorite
movie is...."
I, being the wise sec.:ond grader T
was. knew the answ('r to this almost
jmmediately. After all, In first grade
I had a purple backpack featuring
young Simha and N:~la. I used this
until the zipper brokl•, whil~h happened a month or so after I got it,
and then I cried. My best friend had
a red Simba friendship bracelet and,
because she was ... uper rad, she gave
me a purple Nala brac~lct. I wore
this until it broke, ton.
(I may ha\·e been prone to breaking things, which son of explains my
broken wrist that year.)
With my best penmanship I wrote
my answer in the midulc of the page
for my teacher to sec: "'11H~ I.oin
f'hotur OUII!l~y ot i!llrnt•IIII'Jlholn.com
King!"
Rafikl, voiced by Robert Guillaume, holds baby cub Slmba {Jonathan Taylor Thomas) to the animals gathered around Pride Rock.
l wasn't the best speller.
of which can capture the magic we
to the hopeful, romantic "Can You
ages. It doesn't matter if this rc-rcI continued \'lrith wh:u was probalcase is an attempt to make a few
felt the tirst time we saw Simba
Feel The Love Tllnight?" ''The J.ion
bly the greatest review of"The Lion
pra~.:ticc his roar.
King" covers the emotional specquick bu.:ks before making even
King'' ever written. This is the remore money on the special edition
Nothing can truly compare to seetrum.
view in unedited form:
ing it in theaters, especially when
In fact, I appreciate this more now
Blu-ray ami DVD relca~cs. This is a
"I like it because it has about
most of my memories of the film inthat I am older. When I first said it
movie worth the ticket cost.
every feeling in the movie. I also like
cluded a worn-out VHS copy.
had "every feeling" I probably only
"The I.ion King 3D" is in theaters
it bec.1use it has exsightment. I like
now. Tu S('C my full elementary
If my Facehook news feed is any
meant happy and sad.
'The l.oin King.' It is a good movie."
indication many people my age who
Now I understand and relate more
school movie. review check out this
I maintain, even 17 years later, that
to the emotions of a young lion cub
story on thcnews.org.
loved the movie a~ a kid now have
thjs is an accurate rt·vicw.
kids
of
their
own.
This
re-rclcase
who
is
just
running
away
from
the
Contnct Kyle at charlottc.kyle@
"The Lion King 3D" opened in
gives their chihircn the opportunity
pending responsibilities of adultmurraysrarc.cdu.
theaters 'Friday. The classic animated
to enioy the story of a young lion
hood.
film has been reformatted for 3D,
It is everything a Disney movie
cub's legacy and to learn the meanwith wild animals springing to life.
ing ofHakuna Matata.
should be and hopefully its rc-reIt is not, hmvever, the amazing 3D
What l said in my review i!' true: it
lcasc will spark filmmakers to go
effects which make "The Lion King
back-10 this levd of quality.c-An ani--does have every fe~ing wrapped up
3Dn-worth the-price.
in musical numbers, and these songs
mated movie can be heanfclt. excitIt is the nostalgia.
Zero stars: Save your cash
arc so catchy they are sure to be
ing, entenaining and beautiful
One star; Only if you're bored
Rarely are we able tn see our fa:;tuck in your h1pd for the next 17
without dumbing down the story b~
·rwo stars: Worth the- rental
vorite c.:hildho\)d films on the big
years.
causc it is a "children's movie."
Three stars: See it immediately
screen again. Nowadays it i.s more
From the inspiring "Circle of Life,"
"The Lion King" is perfect for all
Four stars: A past and future classic
about sequels and rcmakeo;, neither

****

Editor's pick

This week's new
IYIMiellesUy
liDs
Cis

• •

Photo coortcw of GetQue.cQm

• Blink 18Z·- ~rhoocls·
• SWitchfoot - -via Verses·
• Wlleo • "The Whole t.cW

·How To Make It In America The Complete First Season
··The Ledge
• Without Men

The Internet Is for telfillCJ everyone IIGidly whit
you're tiiQit all tines. This is GitGiui'sIUPQII.IU

Instead d ta11n0 friends yoU're out at thebe you can
let MrlOfMt know what tnoYies.
beds and
. _ you're eqoyinQ. YoU Qet stickers lor -cflecifng
In" so SkJn ~a show the wor1c1 how nwdYvou n.
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by Nate Brclsford/The New~

John Foust from Paris. Tenn.• stands at his booth at Saturday's yard sale. Foust said he has been participating In yard sales
since he retired from the U.S. Postal Service in 1998. Foust's booth Included shark teeth and oeode rocks.

Top: LeAnn Ferguson sits at her booth. Ferouson was raising money for her child's 5th grade class
trip to Washington. D.C. Bottom: Many booths featured old items such as toys.

Community-wide yard sale attracts bargain hunters
.

Allyson Putman

Contributing writer
Bargain hunters filled the streets of Murray
in search of deals and steals at the fall citywide
yard sale last Saturday.
Tqe event has been a Murray tt:adition for as
long as many people can remember, making
several opportunities available for "yard salers"
to bargain and sell their items for profit. The
Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau hosts
the event twice a year to help fund the Freedom
Fest held·every July 4th weekend.
Erin Ca~;rico, executive director at the Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau. said the
yard sale was made.up of 50 residential homes
throughout Murray and 30 booths at Central
Park. This is the largest citywide yard sale in
Western Kentucky, she said.
The way the event was located in one set
location at Central Park as well as residential
homes allowed patrons to visit several different

:M(k

N

uc

stands without having to travel a far distance.
First-year participants Vick.ie Prescott and
daughter Robin Gibson said they enjoyed their
experience at the citywide yard sale at Central
Park.
"It's so neat that it's all in one spot, and you
don't have to travel from spot to spot," Prescott
said.
She said she celebrated her birthday by
browsing the booths with her daughter.
Having the event take place in Central Park
also allowed non-Murray residents the chance
to partake In the yard sale.
' John Foust from Paris, Tenn., said he has
been participating in yard sales and flea markets since he retired from the U.S. Postal Service in 1998.
While his booth had the staple yard sale
items - old CDs, movies and books - it also had
some rather unorthodox items such as shark
teeth and geode rocks.
Foust said he loves the way participating in

the citywide yard sale and similar events gives
him the chance to meet new people.
"I'm a people person," he said. "I wanted to
be a mailman and was for 32 years. Now I'm
retired and still meet lots of people. I'm blessed
in life."
Like several other citywide yard sale participants. Foust has a booth at the flea markets in
Mayfield, Ky., and Huntingdon, Tenn.• as well as
the Merchants Mall in McKenzie, Tenn.
Many people regard the things sold in yard
sales as solely unwanted items from a person's
home, but in reality, there arc many ways the
vendors come across their merchandise.
Mark Ruccio from Murray. is :m annual participant in the citywide yard sale who both sets
up booths and attends yard sales regularly - a
hobby that led to his "trash to treasure"
encounter.
"Last year a lady had a lot of glass ftshing
balls from where she used to live on the West
Coast," be said. "Nobody knew what they were,
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so I bought them and sold them on eBay for a
large profit."
Ruccio is not alone, as many of the vendors
said they attained their merchandise from
other yard sales.
Aside from selling "diamonds in the rough,"
many booths were selling homemade goods.
LeAnn Ferguson set up a booth to raise
money to attend her child's 5th grade class trip
to Washington, D.C. Ferguson sold homen'lade
crocheted items, including fingerless gloves,
apple cozies, zombie sock monkeys and soap
on a rope.
"During the ice storm that came through, I
taught myself to crochet because I was stuck at
home." she said. "I've been making them ever
since."
The next citywide yard sale is set for the
spring of 2012. For more information. contact
the Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau at
(270) 759-2199 or at tourmurray.com.

Contact Putman cu aputman@murraystate.edu.
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MICUELLE D. WESTERFELD
Small animal vetcrimuy care,
surgery, dentistry,
exotic pets and boarding.
Present your Racercard for a
10 percent discount off of your
first visit.
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We in!Hte you to join us in this study.
SUnday 7:3().9:00 PM "Muhammad & Islam•

"'s the Guren the Woro of Gcxrr
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Monday 7:008:30 PM
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Tuesday 7:008:30 PM "MBylllristians & MJslimsAgree?·
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Where the health ,and happiness 1
of your pet come first!
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Apologetics Press
Montgomery, AL

The seminar addl esaee questions:
• Who was Muhammad?
• \Nhat is the reigion of Islam?
•What are Islam's central doctrines?
• Who are the Sunnis and Shi'"lteS?
• Does the Q.Jran possess the
attributes of inspiration?
• Are an.cianibJ and lslem (XJl ~?
• Does the Quran encoLrBge violence?
• What did America's founders say
about Islam?
• What should Christians do?
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1101 Glendale Rd MUf1'8Y, KY 42071
(270) 753-9714 www.glendaleroadcturch.org

